DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 147  8, 2012

2012 DIVISION SEARCH FOR OUTSTANDING EPP TEACHERS

TO:  Public Schools District Supervisors
     Elementary Schools Heads
     EPP Teachers

1. The Department of Education Division of Camarines Sur will hold its First Search for Outstanding
   EPP Canteen Implementor on December 10, 2012.

2. This activity aims to:
   a. Assess the effectiveness of every EPP teacher along with their skills and instructional
      competence.
   b. Recognize exemplary achievements along with the EPP innovations.
   c. Strengthen and improve the implementation of the EPP programs and projects.

3. Attach the enclosure for the Search:
   a. Enclosure 1: Outstanding EPP HE/EA/IA
   b. Enclosure 2: Functional Canteen
   c. Enclosure 3: Mechanics of the Selection
   d. Enclosure 4: Contest Committee
   e. Enclosure 5: Search for Gulayan sa Pesaahan

4. The cooperation and support of all elementary School Heads and EPP are hereby enjoined.

5. For information and dissemination.

[Signature]
School Division Supervisor